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Abstract—Big Data mining is an analytic process used to dis-

cover the hidden knowledge and patterns from a massive, com-

plex, and multi-dimensional dataset. Single-processor's memory 

and CPU resources are very limited, which makes the algorithm 

performance ineffective. Recently, there has been renewed inter-

est in using association rule mining (ARM) in Big Data to uncov-

er relationships between what seems to be unrelated. However, 

the traditional discovery ARM techniques are unable to handle 

this huge amount of data. Therefore, there is a vital need to scal-

able and parallel strategies for ARM based on Big Data ap-

proaches. This paper develops a novel MapReduce framework 

for an association rule algorithm based on Lift interestingness 

measurement (MRLAR) which can handle massive datasets with 

a large number of nodes. The experimental result shows the effi-

ciency of the proposed algorithm to measure the correlations 

between itemsets through integrating the uses of MapReduce and 

LIM instead of depending on confidence. 

Keywords—Big Data; Data Mining; Association Rule; MapRe-

duce; Lift Interesting Measurement 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The recent advances in computers and communications 
have increased the number of relevant applications associated, 
such as a Radio Frequency Identification Devices (RFID), 
Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs), Internet of Things (IoT), 
and other applications. Usually, these applications create a 
huge stream of non-stop data that is currently well-known as 
big data, denoted as “Big Data” [1]. Big Data is a massive set 
of data that is too complex to be managed by traditional appli-
cations. Nowadays, it includes huge, complex, and abundant 
structured, semi-structure, and unstructured data as well as 
hidden data that are generated and gathered from several fields 
and resources [2]. There are many challenges to manage such 
sets of Big Data include extracting, analyzing, visualizing, 
sharing, storage, transferring and searching [3]. These data 
(Big Data) are stored in powerful computers; include many of 
hidden patterns indicators that help in decision making. Data 
mining approaches facilitate decision making through deter-
mining and explain those patterns in a meaningful knowledge 
format [4]. 

Since, traditional data processing approaches and its appli-
cations could not be directly implanted when working with the 
big data management [5], it is necessary to apply new tech-
niques, algorithms, and frameworks to manage, extract, and 
execute the big data mining development, and make these data 
mining techniques very helpful and more efficient. 

Frequent pattern mining is one of the well-known data min-
ing techniques that focused on discovering a number of inter-
esting patterns from a large set of data items [6]. The associa-
tion rule is a frequent pattern mining that is usually applied to 
find all the frequent co-occurrence relationships from a set of 
transactions [7]. Usually, the association rule strength is meas-
ured through two parameters (Support and Confidence).  How-
ever these two parameters may not be sufficient to discover 
some interesting patterns, thus another measuring criteria is 
used which is the “Lift” [8]. 

On the other hand MapReduce is a parallel-based approach 
proposed for parallel processing of large datasets. This paper 
investigates the efficiency of the integration of both approaches 
(the Association Rule and the MapReduce). Therefore this pa-
per proposed a parallel-based MapReduce approach for an as-
sociation rule algorithm based on the Lift interestingness 
measurement. 

This paper presents a MapReduce approach that has been 
used for defining the association rule importance based on the 
Lift interestingness measurement. This approach can be easily 
applied to many commodity machines to deal with big data. 
Finally, the work presented in this paper is in agreement with 
the published literature [1, 9, 10], and concludes that the tradi-
tional data processing tools and its applications are incapableof 
handling the current huge and complex data, such as, managing 
big data mining, and the newest industrial age of the IoT. 
Therefore, the parallel algorithm is the suitable solution for the 
big data mining techniques. This paper proposes a solution to 
solve one of the most critical problems of big data mining by 
emerging data mining, big data with parallelization and associ-
ation rule to improve the usage of huge, complex amount of 
dataset. 
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Following the first section, this paper is organized as fol-
lows: Section two covers the background for association rule, 
and big data including the MapReduce paradigm. Section three 
covers the related work topics including the parallel association 
rule by utilizing several methods, measures, and techniques. 
Section four presents the proposed algorithm including the 
dataset, software use, and the novel parallel-based MapReduce 
approach for an association rule algorithm based on Lift inter-
estingness measurement. Section five covers the experiments 
results and conclusion. 

II. BACKGROUND 

This section presents the background information about the 
main topics used in this paper and the following subsection 
defines the association rule including different measured such 
as: support, confidence, and Lift interestingness measure. 

A. Association Rules 

Data mining techniques contains a variety of applications 
and notable uses which are designed to work skillfully with a 
very huge amount of data. These applications and there notable 
uses cover wide domains of our life, including  social net-
works, health care, financial, communications and many more. 

Data mining approaches can be classified into two major 
models [11]: The descriptive data mining and the predictive 
data mining models. The descriptive models are unsupervised 
learning that describe the historical events, and the presumed or 
real relationship between elements that created them. These 
models uses a summarization analysis tools including multiple 
techniques such as, association rule for discovering and ex-
tracting relevant data. This model is commonly used in market-
ing analysis [11]. 

The predictive models are supervised learning that can ac-
curately predict future outcomes based on existing data that 
carries out the analysis and extraction in more specifications 
and classifications. This model is commonly used in marketing 
predictions to forecast which new products may be popular in 
the future [12]. 

The association rules used within a dataset to discover non-
trivial hidden patterns between items in a set could utilize ei-
ther descriptive or predictive  models [13]. In many cases, the 
algorithms generate large number of association rules, often in 
thousands or millions. It is almost impossible for users to visu-
alize or validate such a large number of complex association 
rules, which limits the usefulness of data mining results. There-
fore, it is important to identify  that the components of an asso-
ciation rule are two sets of items:  Left Hand Side (LHS) and 
Right Hand Side (RHS). The LHS is the antecedent (an item 
found in the transactions) and the RHS is the consequent (an 
item that is found in combination with the former) .Moreover, 
there are two well-known measurements for an association 
rule, the Support of the rule and the Confidence of a rule [13]. 

1) The Support Rule 
The Support rule is considered a global measurement of in-

terest for an itemset denoted by Supp(X). The Supp(X) is calcu-
lated by counting the number of proportion transactions (P) 
within the dataset as shown in (1) [14]: 

     ( )   (   )   (1) 

where: 

 X is an itemset of interest. 

Y is an itemset with a defined condition of interest. 

The itemset is called “frequent itemset” once its support 
output value is higher than a given minimum support. 

2) The Confidence Rule 
The Confidence rule is considered a localization measure of 

correlation between X and Y denoted by            (   
 )  The confidence rule is calculated as the ratio between the 
support of the union between X and Y subsets and the support 
of X  as shown in (2) [15]. 

           (    )  
    (   )

     ( )
  (2) 

These two measures (Support and Confidence) may not be 
enough to extract some hidden patterns and to determine the 
correlation rule between LHS and RHS as mentioned in previ-
ous research work [16, 17, 18]. Therefore, an additional meas-
urement is used; the Lift interestingness measure (LIM). 

3) The Lift Rule 
Lift interestingness measure defines the number of transac-

tions that contain the items used to find interesting patterns. 
The Lift measure is denoted by      (    ) as shown in (3) 
[19]. 

     (    )  
    (   )

     ( )     ( )
  (3) 

The Lift rule output defines the correlation between the 
LHS and RHS as follows: 

a) Lift > 1  Positive Correlation. 

b) Lift < 1  Negative Correlation. 

c) Lift = 1  Independent Correlation. 

While most of the current algorithms proposed with regards 
to the association rule, such as Apriori [20], depends on either 
support, confidence or a combination of both rules, this paper 
utilized the “Lift measurement” instead of confidence to extract 
the association rules. 

The proposed algorithm depends mainly on the support 
measurement, in contrast to other algorithms that depend on 
both support and confidence with Lift to extract association 
rules. Therefore, it simplifies the Lift measurement because it 
depends on support only. 

B. Big Data 

Big Data is a complex, heterogeneous, massive, and hidden 
set of data that is hard to be managed, processed, analyses, and 
visualize by traditional applications. Gartner defined the term 
of big data as: “Big Data is high-volume, high-velocity and 
high-variety information assets that demand cost-effective, 
innovative forms of information processing for enhanced in-
sight and decision making” [11, 21]. 

Although the Volume, Variety, and Velocity are the most 
common dimensions of the big data. There are other dimen-
sions “Vs” that are recently defined such as: Veracity, Viability 
and value. While, the Volume describes the huge data capacity, 
the Velocity describes the speed of the data transmission and 
processing per interval time. The Variety defines the heteroge-
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neity of data types. The Veracity focuses on the data quality 
(data cleaning from several noises). Finally the Viability and 
the Value dimensions: While the former defines the different 
data prediction possibilities, the later tends to gain valuable 
knowledge [22, 23]. Understanding these dimensions is im-
portant for designing big data mining techniques and platforms. 

There are multiple big data analytic techniques used to ex-
tract, analyze, and visualize the complex and different data 
types. In the following section will introduce the MapReduce 
approaches as a main paradigm used in this paper. 

C. MapReduce: 

MapReduce [24] is a data mining paradigm developed by 
Google that allows programmers to implement and processing 
large dataset with parallel and distributed algorithm on a clus-
ter computing by using several programming languages such 
as: Matlab, C, C++, Java, Perl and more by using several 
MapReduce libraries [25, 26, 27]. 

MapReduce consists of two consequence processes, Map 
and Reduce and their functionally is defined as follows: The 
Map process is responsible for dividing, filtering, and sorting 
data tuples (key/value pairs) within using number of distributed 
clusters, the Reduce process summarizes the results into a few 
set of tuples [10, 28]. 

The advantages of MapReduce approach are many, for ex-
ample: the big data classification approaches [29], the online 
Machine Learning for multicore and automatically failure han-
dling [11, 30]. Parallelism also gives some possibilities partial 
recovery server failures: if the operating portion, which pro-
duces a pre-processing operation or convolution fails, its opera-
tion may be transferred to another working unit (assuming that 
the input data for the ongoing operation are available) and in 
others recent applications [31]. The most popular open source 
implementation of the MapReduce is the Apache Hadoop [32]. 

III. RELATED WORK 

The most well-known association rule algorithm is Apriori. 
Agrawal R. et al. [20] proposed the Apriori algorithm to extract 
relationships between data. This was done through applying a 
pruning technique to make the number of candidate itemsets 
much smaller and then find the frequent patterns to generate an 
association rule. 

An improved version of Apriori algorithm was proposed by 
Aflori, and Craus [33]. It entitled the Frequent Pattern Growth 
(FP-Growth) algorithm capable for repeatedly reducing the 
search costs for short patterns. These patterns are linked to long 
frequent patterns to offer high selectivity mechanism. 

Among the current research, there are several proposed 
parallel algorithms for association rule, such as the Parallel 
Apriori. This algorithm, proposed by Yang, X. Y., et al [34], is 
a parallel implementation of Apriori algorithm based on the 
MapReduce approach.  The algorithm gives a solution to the 
exponential growth of data that encounter the traditional asso-
ciation rule mining techniques. This algorithm shows its bene-
fits to deal with big data without consider the synchronization 
problem. 

Jongwook Woo [35] proposed an Apriori-Map/Reduce al-
gorithm and with both time and complexity, which theoretical-
ly shows that the algorithm provide much higher performance 
than the sequential algorithm as the map and reduce nodes get 
added. Also the paper shows that the itemsets produced by the 
algorithm can be adopted to compute and produce association 
rule for market analysis. 

Chen, Y., et. al [36] The Parallel Randomized Algorithm 
for Approximate Association Rules Mining in MapReduce 
(PARMA) minimizes the data replication, the communication 
cost and the runtime improvement over parallel FP-Growth 
(PFP). The algorithm randomly separates the data into sets of 
samples. The machines works in parallel with their assigned set 
to produce deliverables and to be filtered and aggregated into a 
single output set. 

Lin, X, et al. [37] proposed a parallel association rule algo-
rithm called Niche-Aided Gene Expression Programming 
(NGEP). The advantage of the NGEP over both Apriori and 
FP-Growth is its efficiency to achieve more association rules 
with a higher accuracy rate. 

Zhou, X., et al. [38] proposed an improved parallel associa-
tion rules algorithm utilizing Hadoop as the MapReduce dis-
tributed programming framework. It has shown that the algo-
rithm achieve well based on parallel performance and could be 
easily realized with the Hadoop platform. 

Based on the previous literature, and briefly say that paral-
lel association rule algorithms is one of the best choices for 
high performance big data mining techniques. Therefore this 
study proposes the application of the MapReduce approach for 
a paralyze association rule algorithm that is based on the Lift 
interestingness measurement. 

IV. THE PROPOSED ALGORITHM 

As stated previously, the correlations between data items 
using the association rule measurements, is usually based on 
both confidence and support interests measurements. However 
the use of confidence is not effective to determine the associa-
tion rules, since it does not describe the type of correlation(s) 
between the LHS and the RHS in the association rules. 

The proposed algorithm that has been entitled “MapRe-
duce-Based for Lift Association Rule (MRLAR)” is based on 
the Lift-Based Algorithm (LBA) [16] which is illustrated in 
Algorithm 1. Where the MRLAR improves the LBA algorithm 
through parallel executing. In which, the proposed algorithm 
works to determine the type of correlation between LHS and 
RHS in parallel association rules. The MRLAR algorithm was 
illustrated in Fig. 1. 

The functionalities of the proposed algorithm MRLAR are 
discussed as follows: 

 Map function: This step combines two steps; the data 
splitting step and the Mapping step [39]. The splitting 
step performed to distribute the data across each 
separated Map nodes. The map step consists of a map 
function that was established to find the association 
rules for some entities within a large sized database. 
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Algorithm 1: The Lift-Based Algorithm (LBA) [16]. 

1. Scans the database to find frequent items based-on minmumin slections provided by the user 

2. Choose correlation of association rule based-on Lift interestengniss measure 

a. If Lift > 1, positive correlation, Insert α. (In this choice lift value > 1+ α) 

b. If Lift < 1, negative correlation, Insert β. (In this choice lift value < 1- β) 

c. If Lift = 1, dependent correlation, Insert α and β. (In this choice lift value is between (1- β and 1+ α).  

d. Else, insert α and β. 

3. Second scan of the database 

4. Get a frequent item for 1, 2 and 3 item by sequentially check for per value in item: 

a. If  >= MinSupport added to frequent items 

b. Else Ignore. 

i. Generate candidate association rules from frequent items. 

ii. Calculate the lift value for each candidate association rules to classify 

5. Generate Association Rule for the choosing correlation of sssociation rule.  

6. If not found result (not found association rules), go to step 1 to edit MinSupport or edit the type of correlation).  

 
Fig. 1. Illustration of the MapReduce-Based for Lift Association Rule (MRLAR) 

The Lift interestingness between some database key values 
is tended measurement within the MRLAR. Where selecting 
the key values from the user and based on the choices of the 
MRLAR can narrow down the search space in order to extract 
only the association rules of interest. 

 Reduce function: The reduce process combines the 
outputs generated by each map node(s) to form the 
final collected association rules [37]. As it was 
mentioned previously the rules are weighted by the 
reduce process not the confident, but as an alternative 
in this parallel association rules where the authors 
involved the Lift weight computation to define the 
correlation between LHS and RHS. 

The algorithm was designed and operated using MATLAB 
(R2015a) since it is well-known for its ability to support big 
data enhancement especially by using MapReduce approach 
[17]. As for experiments the algorithm used a dataset that was 
provided by the USA domestic airline flights between the peri-
od of 1987 and 2008.  

The data comes originally from the Research and Innova-
tive Technology Administration (RITA), the dataset is a large 
dataset: there are nearly 120 million records in total, and takes 
up 1.6 gigabytes of space compressed and 12 gigabytes when 
uncompressed with a collection of records consisting of 29 
variables of flight information for several airline carries, in-
cluding arrival and departure times with CSV files format. 
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These files have derivable variables removed, are packaged 
in yearly chunks and have been more heavily compressed than 
the originals. The full dataset can be downloaded from 
(http://stat-computing.org/dataexpo/2009) 

In preparation for the collected data to remove irrelevant 
incomplete key values prior the startup of the MRLAR algo-
rithm, two main processes were initiated; the data prepro-
cessing and the data decoding. 

 Data Preprocessing: Once the data was gathered from 
the RITA site and before it underwent the decoding 
process, preprocessing techniques was used to clean it 
up in order to make sure the data “datasotre” are free 
of empty cells, Not a Number (NaN) data, or any 
misrepresented data as strings which potentially could 
stop the execution of the program and/or result in 
wrong indication. The NaN and empty cells were 
assigned to zero. 

 Data Decoding: Then the decoding process started, for 
Airport codes, which are identified as letters. Using 
MATLAB that able to find the unique list then 
assigning a unique digital code to every element of the 
list as shown in Table I column A. Another way was 
used to decode the strings by assigning a digit from 1-
26 to each letter in the alphabets A-Z as shown in 
Table I column B. 

TABLE I.  ILLUSTRATION OF UNIQUE DIGITAL CODE AND STRING 

DECODING 

A.  Unique Digital Code   B. String Decoding by Digit 

Code Decode   xStr x_Code 

ABE 100   A 1 

ABI 101   B 2 

ABQ 102   C 3 

ABY 103   D 4 

ACK 104   E 5 

ACT 105   F 6 

ACV 106   G 7 

ACY 107   H 8 

ADQ 108   I 9 

AEX 109   J 10 

Now since a digitalized file with only strings as the column 
headers, and used the “datastore” to read the file into memory. 
After that, scan the file for duplicated entries using the com-
mand “unique” when the data processing begin. 

 Initializing and key generation: One of the most 
important reasons for designing a MapReduce 
algorithm based on Lift interestingness measure is to 
minimize the number of keys needed to be generated. 
This can be achieved by grouping the items by 
transactions. For example using “Day of Months” as a 
key from a collection of tabular dataset. 

The Mapper function used to find the Lift method then pass 
this key-value pair to the reducer function. The reducer re-
ceives key-value pairs by key, and merges multiple cell arrays 

with the same key into a single cell array. Subsequently can 
then store the result in a new datastore area.  The whole 
MRLAR algorithm and its processing steps are illustrated in 
the Fig. 2. 

V. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS 

Many of association rules use “Confidence” and “Support” 
measures for testing the occurrence of the itemset. Relying 
solely on both of them may be not sufficient. In this study algo-
rithm, a test was setup as shown in Table II, for the association 
rules with their support, confidence, and lift measures with one 
attribute at a time (single-dimension association rule), that was 
“the delay in flights arrival of more than 60 minutes or more 
than 120 minutes”, also “the delay in flights departure of more 
than 30, 40, or 90 minutes” 

Table II shows the reliability of the relationship between 
support and confidence at the single dimensionality level. For 
example, the first two tests ID numbers 1 and 2 in Table II 
showed that while the support drops from 0.045 to 0.013 the 
confidence also followed from 0.093 to 0.027 with a positive 
lift association’s value (22.3 and 75.95 respectively).  Another 
point which can be noted is that the confidence increases while 
the number of itemsets increased. 

The same results can be seen in ID numbers 3 and 4 with 
the same trend between confidence and support as well as the 
lift measure. However, when the data was challenged at the 
multidimensional level, the interpretation of the “Support and 
Confidence” can be misleading. For example, Items 3 and 4 in 
Table III showed inconsistency in the “support and confi-
dence” trend. While the support has decreased in case 3 (Table 
III) from 0.0057 to 0.0044 in item 4 (Table III), the confidence 
has increased between these two cases (0.066 to 0.067). Hence, 
the use of “support and confidence” model only can survive 
under the single dimension association rule, but this is not ap-
plicable at the multidimensional level. Therefore, there is a 
need for a novel measure that is being able to be applicable at 
the multidimensional level, which is in this proposal the lift 
measure. It is important to state that relying on the lift adds 
benefits to the prediction process of the future consequence in 
future datasets with comparing to the current data. 

In order to achieve more efficiency with high performance 
testing, parallel processing based on MapReduce was added in 
this study. The next experiment integrated multiple attributes 
with the same dataset. The experiments have been performed 
with the same two columns of interest (arrival delay and depar-
ture delay) but combined them with another attribute that was 
the month of the year (June and October). Table III shows the 
measurements for all support, confidence, and Lift measures 
(multi-dimensional association rule). The results showed that 
our approach has a high ability to run under several attributes, 
with the  Lift interestingness measures successfully being able 
to determine the type of correlation between itemsets (positive-
ly, negatively, and independent) between LHS and RHS in-
stead of using support and confidence. 
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Fig. 2. Illustration of the MRLAR steps 

TABLE II.  ASSOCIATION RULES WITH THEIR SUPPORT, CONFIDENCE, 
AND LIFT MEASUREMENTS WITH ONE ATTRIBUTE TEST (ARRIVAL DELAY OR 

DEPARTURE DELAY) 

a-      Arrival Delay Cases (in minutes) 

ID Rule Itemsets Support Confidence Lift 

1 > 60 2946 0.045 0.093 22.3 

2 > 120 865 0.013 0.027 75.96 

b-      Departure Delay Cases (in minutes) 

ID Rule Itemsets Support Confidence Lift 

3 > 30 5684 0.087 0.212 11.5586 

4 > 40 4260 0.065 0.159 15.4223 

5 > 90 1358 0.021 0.051 48.3792 

By comparing both approaches single-dimension and multi-
dimension association rules, Lift showed the ability to discrim-
inate negative ( < 1) and positive  ( > 1) relationships in the 
dataset when multi-dimension was applied. But in the other 
case with single-dimension, Lift always showed high positive 
values which did not presents a useful knowledge interpreta-
tion. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

In this paper the authors developed a parallel association 
rule mining algorithm based on MapReduce paradigm by using 
Lift interestingness measured (MRLAR). The use of the 
MapReduce approach provided a powerful process over vast 
amounts of data utilizing parallel approach. Another measura-
ble benefit that the MRLAR algorithm added its capability to 
directly extract association rule and type of correlation without 
the need to calculate confidence values, hence eliminating the 
need of additional calculations. 

TABLE III.  ASSOCIATION RULES WITH THEIR SUPPORT, CONFIDENCE, 
AND LIFT MEASURES WITH TWO ATTRIBUTES TEST (ARRIVAL DELAY, 

DEPARTURE DELAY AND MONTH OF THE YEAR) 

a-       Arrival Delay and October Cases 

ID Rule Itemsets Support Confidence Lift 

1 
> 60 & 
Oct. 

182 0.0028 0.0618 0.6678 

2 
 > 120 & 

Oct. 
54 0.0008 0.0624 0.6748 

b-       Departure Delay and October Cases 

ID Rule Itemsets Support Confidence Lift 

3 
> 30 & 
Oct. 

376 0.0057 0.0662 0.715 

4 
> 40 & 

Oct. 
287 0.0044 0.0674 0.7282 

5 
> 90 & 
Oct. 

87 0.0013 0.0641 0.6925 

c-       Arrival Delay and June Cases 

ID Rule Itemsets Support Confidence Lift 

1 
 >  60 & 

Jun. 
266 0.004 0.0903 1.1883 

2 
> 120 & 
Jun. 

99 0.0015 0.1145 1.5063 

d-       Departure Delay and June Cases 

ID Rule Itemsets Support Confidence Lift 

3 
> 30 & 

Jun. 
501 0.0076 0.0881 1.16 

4 
> 40 & 
Jun. 

382 0.0058 0.0897 1.1802 

5 
> 90 & 

Jun. 
141 0.0021 0.1038 1.3665 

The experimental results presented in this paper show that 
MRLAR performs effectively the detection of associations 
between itemsets, through integrating the uses of MapReduce 
and Lift interestingness measured instead of using confidence 
to determine the correlation between LHS and RHS in associa-
tion rule. 

The proposed approach MRLAR showed a high ability to 
run under several attributes (multi-dimension association 
rules), also, Lift interestingness measure successfully were able 
to determine the type of correlation between itemsets (positive-
ly >1, negatively <1, and independent =1) between LHS and 
RHS instead of using confidence measure in a parallel associa-
tion rules to help the user to make an important decisions mak-
ing through determining and explain those patterns in a mean-
ingful knowledge format. 

VII. FUTURE WORK 

Although there are many benefits of MapReduce but it also 
have some limitations which cannot be passed over. Some of 
these limitations which are also specific to MRLAR such as an 
extracting the association rule with single dimension as shown 
in the results, also another limitation which is based on 
MapReduce approach itself that its operates only on data struc-
tures of type (key, value) pairs, so that all the input datasets 
must be adapted into such structure. 

Another part of the future work is to develop a parallel data 
reduction techniques by using singular value decomposition 
(SVD) and semi discrete decomposition (SDD), or using any  
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other data reduction techniques to remove the unnecessary data 
with better time based on MapReduce approach. This algo-
rithm lies in the ability to provide pre-processing techniques to 
reduce the dimensionality of the dataset which reduces the data 
capacity, for reducing costs. Hence, MapReduce dimensionali-
ty reduction algorithm by SVD may will handle another chal-
lenge of big data to avoid data dimensionality problems in par-
allel approach. Therefore, reduce the amount of time and 
memory required by data mining algorithms, easy visualization 
of data, and eliminate irrelevant features and noise reduction. 
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